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**Abstract**

Given that the Big-Fish-Little-Pond-Effect, the negative effect of school-average achievement on academic self-concept, is one of the most robust findings in educational psychology (Marsh, Seaton et al., 2007), this research extends the theoretical model, based on social comparison theory, to study relative year in school effects (e.g., being 1 school year ahead or behind same-age students) for math constructs in PISA2003 (276,165 15-year-old students from 10,274 schools across 41 countries). The effects on academic self-concept were negative for de facto acceleration (e.g., starting early or skipping grades) and positive for de facto retention (e.g., starting late or repeating grades). These negative effects of relative year in school were: (a) cross-culturally robust across all 41 PISA2003 countries (significantly negative in most, not significantly positive in any); (b) neither substantially explained nor moderated by a diverse range of control variables (e.g., gender, school starting age, repeating grades, home language, immigrant status, SES, achievement); (c) independent of the Big-Fish-Little-Pond-Effect. The negative effects of acceleration and the positive effects of retention are consistent with a priori predictions based on frame-of-reference research, one area of social comparison research, but apparently inconsistent with some popular beliefs in relation to policy/practice based on these variables.
Cross-Cultural Generalizability of Year in School Effects: Negative Effects of Acceleration and Positive Effects of Retention on Academic Self-Concept

Self-concept is one of the oldest constructs in psychology, a major focus in many disciplines, and central to the positive psychology revolution, which focuses on how healthy, normal, and exceptional individuals can get the most from life (e.g., Diener, 2000; Marsh & Craven, 2006; Seligman & Csikszentmihalyi, 2000). Based on an integration of 17 different conceptual definitions, Shavelson, Hubner, and Stanton (1976) broadly defined self-concept as a person’s self-perceptions formed through experience with, and interpretations of, one’s environment. These self-perceptions are influenced especially by evaluations by significant others, by reinforcement, and by attributions for one’s behavior. Self-concept is not an entity within the person, but a hypothetical construct that is important both as an outcome and as a mediating variable that helps to understand other outcomes. Self-concepts influence the way one acts and behaves, which in turn influences one’s self-perceptions. In educational psychology research, academic self-concept refers to student self-perceptions of their academic self-concept in specific disciplines (e.g., math self-concept) or academic areas more generally (a global academic self-concept; Marsh, 2007). There is ample research evidence to show that a positive academic self-concept is both a highly desirable goal and a means of facilitating subsequent academic achievement, academic accomplishments, and educational choice behaviors, including subject choice, coursework selection, academic persistence, and long-term educational attainment (e.g., Chen, Yeh, Hwang, & Lin, 2013; Guay, Larose, & Boivin, 2004; Guay, Marsh & Boivin, 2003; Marsh, 1991, 2007; Pinxten, de Fraine, van Damme, & D’Haenens, 2010).

Many theoretical models (e.g., social comparison theory; Huguet, Duman et al., 2009; Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008) posit that students compare their own academic accomplishments with those of their classmates, as one basis for formation of their academic self-concept. Thus, the academic accomplishments of classmates form a frame of reference or standard of comparison that students use to form their own academic self-concepts. Based on this theoretical perspective, the Big-Fish-Little-Pond-Effect (BFLPE) posits that the effect of school-average achievement on academic self-concept is negative. More specifically (see Figure 1A), academic self-concept is positively affected by individual achievement (i.e., more able students have higher academic self-concepts); the path from individual achievement to individual academic self-concept is substantial and positive (++ in Figure 1A). However, academic self-concept is negatively affected by school-average achievement (i.e., the same student will have a lower academic self-concept when school—average achievement is high); the path from school-average achievement is negative. Although such findings were initially seen as possibly paradoxical, support for the BFLPE is now one of the most robust findings in educational psychology (e.g., Marsh, Abduljabbar et al., 2014, 2015; Marsh, Kuyper et al. 2014; Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008, in press; Nagengast & Marsh, 2012).
Figure 1. (A) Conceptual model of the Big-Fish-Little-Pond-Effect. (Adapted with permission from Marsh, H. W. [2007]. Self-concept theory, measurement and research into practice: The role of self-concept in Educational Psychology. Leicester, United Kingdom: British Psychological Society.) (B) Conceptual Model the Relative Year in School Effect (RYiSE). See the online article for the color version of this figure.

However, being in a school environment with highly able students, as operationalized by school-average achievement, is not the only way in which a student’s frame of reference can be altered. For a variety of reasons, such as acceleration, or starting school at an early age, students can find themselves in classes with older, more academically advanced students who form a possibly more demanding frame of reference than would same-age classmates. Similarly, because of starting school at a later age or being held back to repeat a grade, students can find themselves in classes with younger, less academically advanced students than would other same-age students. For the present purposes the effect of relative year in school (RYiSE) is operationalized in terms of the difference between the year in school for a given age-cohort and the student’s actual year in school. Thus, RYiS takes on positive values when a student is one or more school years ahead of same-age students, and negative values when a student is one or more school years behind other same-age students.

Although there is much research on starting age, retention and acceleration, RYiSE has not previously been considered as a frame-of-reference effect, analogous to the BFLPE (and as posited in social comparison theory). Both the BFLPE (Figure 1A) and the RYiSE (Figure 1B) posit that students’ self-concepts are formed in relation to those of other students in their school. The attributes of other students in the same school constitute the frame of reference that students use. The BFLPE looks specifically at the effect of school-average
achievement on academic self-concept, whereas the RYiSE looks specifically at the effect of relative year in school—the effect of being one or more years ahead, or one or more years behind, same-age classmates. Thus, the same theoretical models underlying the BFLPE (e.g., social comparison theory) also predict that RYiS effects (RYiSEs) on academic self-concept should be negative; that the effect of acceleration (a positive RYiSE) should be negative while the effect of retention (a negative RYiSE) should be positive. The logic of these predictions is similar to those based on the BFLPE: being in a context of more able students (operationalized as a higher school-average achievement) or more advanced students (operationalized as a positive RYiS, i.e., acceleration) is predicted to have a negative effect on academic self-concept. However, because relative year in school (the basis of the RYiSE) and school-average achievement (the basis of the BFLPE) are logically distinct, the two effects should be relatively independent, a prediction tested in the present investigation. Although negative RYiSEs might seem paradoxical in relation to some “accepted wisdom” particularly in relation to retention (see subsequent discussion), tests of this prediction are not only theoretically important but also have apparently important implications for the organization of schools in relation to explicit or de facto acceleration/retention. In the present investigation, we briefly review theoretical and empirical support for the BFLPE, studies of the effects of acceleration and retention, and predictions about negative RYiSEs on academic self-concept. Then, based on PISA data, we juxtapose BFLPEs and RYiSEs across 41 countries, testing the construct validity and generalizability of each.

The Big-Fish-Little-Pond-Effect (BFLPE)

As popularized recently in Gladwell’s (2013) David and Goliath: Underdogs, Misfits, and the Art of Battling Giants, there is now extensive support for the generalizability of the BFLPE across diverse samples, ages, instruments, and designs (Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008; Nagengast & Marsh, 2012); this makes it one of the most robust findings in educational psychology research. Indeed, based on studies of successive PISA data collections, Seaton, Marsh and Craven (2009; also see Nagengast & Marsh, 2012) have claimed support for the universality of the BFLPE as a pan-human theory. Cross-cultural research provides an important basis for testing the universality of theoretical models (Segall, Lonner, & Berry, 1998). Ideally, cross-cultural tests of generalizability would necessitate data from many countries, based on comparable samples and on measures that are equally appropriate to the different cultures. Addressing these challenges, there is strong support for the generalizability of the BFLPE, based on large, nationally representative samples from PISA and from Trends in Mathematics and Science Survey data (see review by Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008; also see Nagengast & Marsh, 2012; Marsh, Abduljabbar et al., 2014; Seaton, Marsh, & Parker, 2013). Summarizing the three BFLPE-PISA studies, Nagengast and Marsh (2012) report that the effect of school-average achievement was negative in all but one of the 123 samples across the three studies, and significantly so in 114 samples. The average effect size across all 123 samples was −.223. Based on Trends in Mathematics and Science Survey data, Marsh, Abduljabbar et al. (2014) reported that the BFLPE was significantly negative for each of 26 groups (nationally representative samples of 4th and 8th grade students from 13 diverse countries; 117,321 students from 6,499 classes). Based on this cross-cultural research, the BFLPE is one of the most cross-culturally robust findings in educational research.

One approach to test the generalizability of the BFLPE is to evaluate potential moderators—particularly those of sufficient strength to eliminate the BFLPE or even to change its direction (i.e., to positive effects of school-average achievement). Moderation is of
course, a double-edged sword. Significant moderators contribute to understanding the nature of the BFLPE and are potentially heuristic in terms of reducing the negative consequences. However, the failure to find substantial moderators argues for the broad generalizability and robustness of the effects. Although many potential moderators have been explored, and some have been shown to be statistically significant (e.g., Huguet, Dumas et al., 2009; Jonkmann et al., 2012; Seaton, Marsh & Craven, 2009, 2010), because of the large sample sizes typically considered, the sizes of these moderation effects are typically so small as to be of little consequence; some are not even in the direction suggested by other researchers. In particular, no studies have shown moderation sufficiently strong to reverse the negative direction of the BFLPE. A detailed summary of the large number of potential moderators that have been considered is beyond the scope of this brief overview; the reader is referred to the reviews and to further discussion of this issue (e.g., Marsh, 2007; Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008; Marsh & Seaton, in press; Seaton, Marsh, & Craven, 2009, 2010).

One of the most widely studied potential moderators of the BFLPE is individual student achievement. Indeed, the theoretical debate regarding this substantive issue of whether the BFLPE is moderated by individual student achievement (e.g., Coleman & Fults, 1985; Marsh, Kuyper et al., 2014; Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008) has important policy/practice implications for gifted education research. For example, if the negative effects of the BFLPE are limited largely to less able students, as suggested by Coleman and Fults, and more able students are actually benefited by selective schooling policies, then the results argue for a more careful screening of students, rather than problems with selective schooling per se. However, according to the theoretical model underpinning the BFLPE (Marsh, 2007) the frame of reference is largely determined by class/school-average achievement, which is necessarily the same for all students within a given school or class, so that it should be similar for the brightest and the weakest students within a given class or school. Consistent with these theoretical predictions, a growing body of empirical research (Marsh, 1984; Marsh, Kuyper et al., 2014; Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008) shows those interactions between school-average and individual student achievement are consistently small or nonsignificant, and not even consistent in direction—that bright, average, and less bright students experience negative BFLPEs to a similar extent.

**Year in School Effects (YiSEs)**

School starting age, acceleration (i.e., skipping a year in school), and being retained (i.e., repeating a year in school) have been studied extensively in relation to academic achievement (e.g., Alexander, Entwisle, & Dauber, 2003; Jimerson, 2001; but see Reynolds, 1992; Roderick, 1994; Roderick & Engel, 2001). As noted by Jimerson and Brown (2013, p. 140), “because of potential short- and long-term effects that grade retention can have on student achievement and socioemotional outcomes, it remains a controversial topic in research and practice.” Nevertheless, there is a general belief, supported by some research evidence that, in terms of academic achievement, retention has negative effects, while acceleration may have positive effects (e.g., Hattie, 2012). However, critical design and methodological issues, such as the need for appropriate control groups and prior measures, dictate caution in reaching overarching conclusions such as these (Jimerson & Brown, 2013). Thus, for example, although accelerated students score higher on achievement tests than do same-age students who are not accelerated, they do not achieve better compared with older (same-class) students in their accelerated class; also, results for affective outcomes are inclusive (e.g., Kretschmann, Vock, & Lüdtke, 2014; Kulik & Kulik, 1984, 2004). Making a similar point based on their meta-analysis of grade retention studies that controlled quality study, Allen, Chen, Willson, and Hughes (2009) reported that their results “challenge the widely held belief that retention has a negative effect on achievement” (p. 480). Studies
showing negative effects of retention are largely limited to poor quality studies that do not control sufficiently for pre-existing differences.

Consistently with the Allen et al. (2009) meta-analysis, a number of recent studies challenge the view that retention has negative effects, or else show that negative effects in prior studies are likely the result of inadequate control for selection effects (Im et al., 2013; Moser, West, & Hughes, 2012; Wu, West, & Hughes, 2008, 2010). Thus, for example, in a 4-year longitudinal study using propensity matching to match primary students who had been retained with unretained, promoted students, Wu et al. (2010) found that retention had short-term positive effects on school-belonging, teacher-rated engagement, and academic self-concept. In a follow-up of this same study, Im et al., found that retained and promoted students following transition to middle school did not differ in terms of achievement, engagement, or school belonging (although they did not report the follow-up measures of academic self-concept considered in the earlier study; the focus of the present investigation). Although Im et al. had expected to find negative effects of retention based on previous research (e.g., Alexander et al., 2003), they argued that their propensity matching results were stronger than the statistical adjustment procedures typically used.

In respect of the purposes of the present investigation, there has been little large-scale, rigorous research into the effects of retention and acceleration on academic self-concept and related self-belief and motivation variables, and very little research evaluating these issues from a rigorous cross-cultural perspective. Of particular relevance to the present investigation, Marsh, Chessor, Craven, and Roche (1995, Study 2) reported that the youngest participants in a gifted-and-talented intervention were accelerated nearly a year ahead of their matched comparison group classmates (matched on gender, year in school, and prior achievement, but not on age) before the start of the intervention. They found that students in the intervention group had substantially lower self-concepts than matched (but typically older) comparison students at T1, before the start of the gifted-and-talented program and that this effect was evident for both academic and nonacademic components of self-concept. However, the decline in academic self-concepts associated with participation in the gifted-and-talented intervention did not interact with age. Thus, the apparently negative effects of acceleration on self-concept (negative RYiSEs) were apparently independent of and in addition to the negative effects of class-average achievement (the BFLPE). Nevertheless, this pattern of results may be consistent with the frame-of-reference effects that are the basis of the BFLPE, in that being placed in a context with older students who are physically, socially, emotionally, and academically more mature than would be the case if the same student were in classes with same-aged classmates, may alter the frame of reference that accelerated students use to form their self-concepts in a manner that is consistent with the theoretical basis of the BFLPE. Although their research was not designed specifically to evaluate this question, Marsh et al. (1995) suggested that these results could offer a potentially important direction for further research. Of interest to those authors, although not a focus of the present investigation, Marsh et al. (1995) found that this effect might not be domain-specific: it may generalize to nonacademic as well as academic domains of self-concept.

The Present Investigation

In most school systems throughout the world, students typically are grouped into the same grade or year in school according to their age, rather than to their abilities in general, or in particular school subjects. Thus, with the exception of students who start school early or late, those identified as gifted or in need of remedial assistance, it is typical for students within the same class to be of a similar age. For example, in the present investigation, based on nationally representative samples of 15-year-olds (total N = 276,165) from 41 countries
(PISA2003 data, OECD, 2005a), 67% of the students were in their modal year in school for their country. However, for nearly all countries, there were 15-year-old students accelerated one or more years relative to the modal year in school (e.g., students in Years 11 or 12 when their modal or “age-appropriate” year group was Year 9 or 10), whereas others were in year groups one or more years less than their modal year group (e.g., students in Years 7 or 8 when their modal or “age-appropriate” year group was Year 9 or 10). Indeed, sampling students of a particular age, rather than according to year in school, is a defining feature of the PISA data. Typically, this issue is considered a potentially complicating feature of PISA data that needs to be controlled for when considering other issues (e.g., including year in school as a covariate; Nagengast & Marsh, 2013). However, this feature has seldom been a primary emphasis of research, particularly in relation to psychosocial variables, the focus of the present investigation. This design feature of PISA does however provides an ideal opportunity to test the Marsh et al. (1995)speculations based on apparently independent, negative frame-of-reference effects based on school-average achievement and RYiS. Although the research hypotheses in relation to the BFLPE have extensive support from previous research, those in relation to RYiSEs are apparently new, as they have not previously been proposed or tested.

Because of the complex nature of the present investigation, this outline of the present investigation begins with a brief overview of the conceptual research design and of the variables considered (Figure 2; also see Supplemental Materials, Section 1, for a more detailed description of the variables to be considered), followed by a statement of the specific research hypotheses and research questions that are pursued. The central results are the effects of the main independent variables (particularly school-average achievement and relative year in school, RYiS) on the main dependent variable (math self-concept, M-ASC). The main findings in relation to the negative effects of school-average achievement follow closely from previous research already discussed (also see Figure 1A).

Figure 2. Conceptual design of the present investigation. The critical results are the main effects of the main independent variables (particularly school-average achievement and year in school) on the main dependent variable (math self-concept). Correlates of year in school are used to test the assumption that year in school captures all or much of the variance that can be explained by these correlates. Potential moderators are used to test if...
any of these variables substantially moderate the effects of school-average achievement (the BFLPE) or year in school on math self-concept. Additional outcomes are used to test the effects of school-average achievement and year in school on these outcomes (and how much of these effects can be explained in terms of math self-concept); analyses based on these variables are presented in Supplemental Materials, Section 6, but only summarized briefly in the printed version of the article. Definitions of the variables and the wording of the items are presented in detail in the Supplemental Materials, Section 1.

However, this theoretical perspective on RYiSEs has apparently never been considered previously. This is also the case for the generalizability of the results over 41 different countries, for potential moderators of RYiSEs, and perhaps even the predicted direction of the effects on M-ASC. Variables in the box labeled “correlates of year in school” are used to test the assumption that year in school captures all or much of the variance that can be explained by retention, acceleration, and starting age. Variables in the box labeled “potential moderators” are used to test with if any of these variables moderate the effects of school-average achievement (the BFLPE) or RYiSEs on M-ASC. Variables in the box labeled “additional outcomes” are used to test the effects of school-average achievement and year in school on these outcomes (although actual analyses are included in Supplemental Materials, Section 6). Definitions of the variables and the wording of the items are given in detail in the Supplemental Materials, Section 1. Based on this research design and set of variables, two overarching hypotheses were posited that guided the statistical analyses and presentation of results.

**Research Hypotheses**

*Hypothesis 1: A basic frame-of-reference model.* After controlling for individual achievement there will be negative effects on M-ASC associated with school-average achievement (the negative BFLPE) and year-in-school (i.e., negative RYiSEs) that are reasonably independent of each other (see Figure 1A). The juxtaposition of Figures 1 and 2 demonstrates that this basic model is essentially the same as that which has been used extensively in BFLPE research, but with the critical addition of RYiS.

*Hypothesis 2: Cross-cultural generalizability.* Both these negative effects on M-ASC (the BFLPE and the negative RYiSEs) will be reasonably consistent across OECD and non-OECD countries, and across the entire set of 41 countries more generally.

**Research Questions**

In addition to these research hypotheses two research questions were pursued, where there was no clear basis for making a priori hypotheses (based on prior theory or prior empirical research), but that nevertheless indicate interesting issues to pursue, with theoretical, substantive or policy-related implications.

**Research question 1**

How are the BFLPEs and, particularly, the negative RYiSEs, related to whether students begin school early or late, repeat a year, or are accelerated? It was anticipated that all these variables would be relatively unrelated to the BFLPE but may further explicate processes underlying the hypothesized negative RYiSEs. In particular, based on the assumption that the effects of retention, acceleration, and starting age can all be largely encapsulated into effects of RYiS, it was anticipated that these correlates of RYiS (see Figure 2) will have little or no systematic effect beyond what can be explained by RYiS. This finding would have very important implications, providing an important bridge between different areas of research where there has been surprisingly little cross-fertilization, and providing a powerful tool for understanding the effects of retention, acceleration, and school-starting age.
Research question 2
How are the BFLPE and RYiSEs related to or moderated by background characteristics: achievement, gender, age, immigrant status, home language, and various components of socioeconomic status? Consistently with previous research it is anticipated that interactions between these variables and school-average achievement (the BFLPE) will all be small, but leave as a research question whether any interactions with RYiS are meaningfully large (e.g., sufficiently large so that negative RYiSEs are found to be positive for some students).

Method

Sample and Variables
The data for the present investigation are from the Program of International Student Assessment, which is administered to 15-year-old students from countries all over the world every 3 years. In the PISA2003 data used here, the primary focus was on math. Students completed paper-and-pencil tests to assess their knowledge and skills in reading, math, science, and problem solving. In addition, each student completed a questionnaire that assessed student and family background variables, and a variety of psychosocial variables, including math self-concept. In the present investigation, the sample consisted of 276,165 15-year-old students, in 10,274 schools, across 41 countries. Support for the reliability and validity of the achievement scores is presented in the PISA2003 technical manuals (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2005a, 2005b).

The primary outcome variable in the present investigation is M-ASC, measured with five items (I am just not good at mathematics; I get good marks in mathematics; I learn mathematics quickly; I have always believed that mathematics is one of my best subjects; and In my mathematics class, I understand even the most difficult work), was based on the IRT scales index, with a median reliability of .89. This IRT score was provided with the PISA data and the use of this score is recommended in the PISA manual (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2005b). All questionnaire scale scores, including M-ASC, were scaled by PISA to have Mn = 0 and SD = 1 across Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD) countries (see Schulz, 2005, for further description of scaling).

RYiS was defined as the deviation between each student’s actual year in school and the mean year in school for the student’s country. As noted in the PISA manual, across the entire sample, 67% of the students were in the modal year; 20.7%, 3.7% and 1.1% were 1, 2, or 3 years, respectively, behind the modal value, and 7.1%, 0.4% and 0.01% were 1, 2, or 3 years, respectively, ahead of the modal year.

Math achievement in PISA is intended to represent the extent to which 15-year-olds have acquired some of the knowledge and skills that are essential for full participation in society and to make practical use of mathematics in different situations relative to adult life, rather than what is taught in particular countries. The assessment consists of paper-and-pencil tests using a variety of item types designed to measure a broad range of mathematical skills, competence levels, and types of application. PISA math achievement scores are normed to have a $M = 500$, $SD = 100$ across all OECD countries, with a test reliability = .845; Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2005b; for further discussion, see Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2005a, 2005b). For the present purposes, math achievement was defined by the first plausible value that is available as part of the public PISA database and is an unbiased “representation of the range of abilities a student might reasonably have ... Instead of directly estimating a student’s ability” (Organisation for Economic Cooperation and Development, 2005a, p. 75).
I began by standardizing M-ASC, math achievement and all other individual student scores ($M = 0$, $SD = 1$) across the entire sample, to facilitate interpretations. Following previous research showing quadratic relations between M-ASC and math achievement (e.g., Nagengast & Marsh, 2012, 2013) I then created the quadratic components for math achievement by squaring the standardized math achievement score for each student. School-average achievement was computed as the mean of the standardized achievement score within each school. Finally, cross-product terms were created to test moderation effects for selected variables, multiplying each by RYiS and school-average achievement. None of these constructed cross-product variables (quadratic student achievement, school-average achievement, and cross-product terms involving relative year in school and school-average achievement) were restandardized; thus, keeping them in the same metric as individual student variables. Additional variables (see Supplemental Materials, Section 1, for more detail) were then considered, to evaluate other research hypotheses about the nature and construct validity of the BFLPEs and RYiSEs. These included: student’s age, age when first started school, number of repeated grades, different components of family socioeconomic status, immigrant status, and home language.

Analysis

In the last quarter century, multilevel modeling has become a central research tool in the social sciences, and has had a profound effect on BFLPE research. Ignoring a hierarchical structure can result in serious statistical problems, not only violating assumptions of independence but also increasing the likelihood of finding statistical significance where none exists (Hox, 2002). Thus, because most educational data has a multilevel structure (e.g., students nested within classes and schools), multilevel analyses are particularly important in educational research, even when researchers are only interested in relations among variables at the individual student level. However, a major advantage of multilevel modeling over single level analysis is in the ability to explore appropriately relationships among variables at different levels (Goldstein, 2003; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002; Snijders & Bosker, 1999). In the typical application of multilevel modeling, outcome variables are related to several predictor variables at the individual level (e.g., students) and at the group level (e.g., classes, schools). In this literature, models that include the same variable at both the individual level and the aggregated group level are called contextual analysis models (Marsh, Lüdtke et al., 2013; Raudenbush & Bryk, 2002). The central question in such contextual studies is whether the aggregated group characteristic has an effect on the outcome variables, after controlling for variables at the individual level. In contextual studies the critical question is the relative sizes of the effects of individual and group-average constructs in predicting relevant outcome measures when both individual and group-average variables are included in the analysis. In this respect the BFLPE paradigm is a classic contextual study in which individual and school-average achievement are used to predict academic self-concept and the appropriate statistical analysis involves multilevel modeling (Marsh, Lüdtke et al., 2009). The PISA data have a three-level hierarchical structure: students (Level 1) nested within schools (Level 2), and schools nested within countries (Level 3). Consequently, to accommodate this hierarchical structure, a multilevel modeling program (MlwiN) was used to analyze these data (see Rasbash, Steele, Browne, & Prosser, 2004 for details). A multilevel regression equation consists of two parts: a fixed component and a random component. Consistent with earlier studies (Marsh & Hau, 2003; Seaton, Marsh, & Craven, 2009, 2010; also see Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008), the fixed component included effects of individual achievement (both linear and quadratic) and school-average achievement, but also RYiS, the focus of the present investigation, and an apparently new contribution to the study of frame-
of-reference effects (see Figure 2). The random component consists of the intercepts, variances, and covariances of the levels used in the model. In this case, the intercepts of country (Level 3), school (Level 2), and student levels (Level 1) were of particular interest, as they showed how much the intercepts of the regression equations varied between countries, between schools, and between students. Additionally, multilevel modeling can take into account that regression equations of nested data can vary, not only in their intercepts, but also in their slopes. Thus, I allowed selected variables—particularly RYiS and school-average achievement—to vary at the country level, to evaluate the extent of country-to-country variation in their effect.

Results

Basic Models: The Negative Effects of School-Average Achievement and Year in School (Hypothesis 1)

I begin by evaluating initial support for Hypothesis 1: that the effects of school-average achievement (BFLPE) and relative year in school (RYiSE) on M-ASC would both be negative. These are evaluated with three models (Models 1A–1C in Table 1), which consider each of these predictor variables separately and in combination. Nevertheless, the largest effect in each of these models, not surprisingly, is student achievement: higher achieving students have higher M-ASCs. However, although there is a substantial positive linear effect of individual student achievement (varying from .510 to .557 in different models), there is also a small quadratic component that is highly significant from a statistical perspective (see the first panel in Figure 3).

Table 1

| Prediction of Math Self-Concept: Basic Model of the Negative Effect of School-Average Achievement (BFLPE) and Relative Year in School (Models 1A–C) and Their Generalizability Over 41 Countries (2A) and Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OCED) vs. Non-OCED Countries (2B) |
|---|---|---|---|---|---|
| Effect | Model 1A | Model 1B | Model 1C | Model 2A | Model 2B |
| **Fixed effects** | | | | | |
| **Main effects** | | | | | |
| Student Linear ACH (SLA) | .510 (.002) | .540 (.003) | .557 (.003) | .549 (.019) | .549 (.019) |
| Student Quad ACH (SQA) | .103 (.002) | .104 (.006) | .099 (.002) | .107 (.006) | .107 (.006) |
| Year in School (YIS) | −.164 (.003) | −.370 (.006) | −.342 (.006) | −.304 (.024) | −.311 (.023) |
| School ACH (BFLPE) | | | | | |
| OECD | −.039 (.033) | | | | |
| Interaction effects | | | | | |
| OECD × RYiS | | | | | |
| OECD × BFLPE | | | | | |
| **Random effects** | | | | | |
| Level 1 intercept | .097 (.022) | .037 (.008) | .044 (.010) | .059 (.016) | .059 (.016) |
| Student Linear ACH | | | | | |
| Student Quad ACH | | | | | |
| Year in School (YIS) | | | | | |
| School ACH (BFLPE) | | | | | |
| Level 2 intercept | .057 (.001) | .034 (.001) | .035 (.001) | .029 (.002) | .029 (.002) |
| Level 1 intercept | .783 (.002) | .785 (.002) | .782 (.002) | .774 (.002) | .774 (.002) |

*Note.* ACH = achievement; RYiS = relative year in school. The difference between student age and mean starting age of the country; critical parameters are the effects of grade and school-average achievement (BFLPE), shaded in grey. All parameter estimates (βs) are significant at .05 level when they differ from zero by more than 2 SEs.

*In* supplemental analyses, I fitted a model in which all 10 residual covariances at the country level were estimated. However, inclusion of these additional parameters had almost no effect on other parameter estimates, and all 10 residual covariances were very small; despite the very large N, 7 of 10 were nonsignificant (p < .05: none at p < .01). Nevertheless, the residual covariance between the BFLPE and RYiSeS (.0030, SE = .0015) was marginally significant.
Prediction of Math Self-Concept: Basic Model of the Negative Effect of School-Average Achievement (BFLPE) and Relative Year in School (Models 1A–C) and Their Generalizability Over 41 Countries (2A) and Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OCED) vs. Non-OECD Countries (2B)

Figure 3. The relation of Math Self-Concept to Individual Achievement, the negative effect of year in school (standardized school grade), and the negative effect of school-average achievement (BFLPE, negative Big-Fish-Little-Pond-Effect). Note. Figure based on predicted math self-concept values for predictor values in the range of −2 to 2 SDs from the mean (0) of each of the predictor variables.

In Model 1A, the negative RYiSE (−.104) is significantly negative when the BFLPE is not considered: 15-year-old students have lower M-ASCs when they are in higher RYiS levels. In Model 1B, the negative effect of school-average achievement, the BFLPE (−.370), is highly significant when RYiS is not considered: students in schools where the average achievement level is higher have lower M-ASCs. In Model 1C (see Table 1), which contains both school-average achievement and RYiS, the effects of each of these variables are similar in size and direction to Models 1A and 1B, but slightly smaller. In Model 1C the negative effect of school-average achievement (BFLPE = −.342, SE = .006) is more negative than the negative effect of relative year in school (RYiSE = −.081, SE = .002). While each of the effects is highly significant from a statistical perspective, the difference between the two effects is in itself statistically significant. Consistent with these results, the residual variance terms for school-average achievement and RYiS were positively related but very small, and only marginally significant (residual covariance = .0030, SE = .0015; see footnote in Table 1). Thus, the negative effects of school-average achievement (the BFLPE) and relative year in school (RYiSEs) are nearly independent. In Figure 3, I juxtapose the positive effects of individual student achievement with the negative effects of RYiS and the BFLPE. These demonstrate, as shown in Table 1, that the negative effect of the BFLPE is more negative (i.e., the negative slope is steeper) than the negative RYiSE.

Cross-Cultural Generalizability of the Negative Effects of School-Average Achievement and RYiS Level (Hypothesis 2)

Having demonstrated the negative effects of both school-average achievement and RYiS (Hypothesis 1), I now move to the issue of the cross-cultural generalizability of
these effects across OECD and non-OECD countries, and across the 41 countries more generally (Hypothesis 2).

In Model 2B (see Table 1), I first evaluate whether the negative RYiSEs or the negative BFLPEs on M-ASC differ for OECD and non-OECD countries. Of critical interest are the interactions of the dichotomous OECD variable with the RYiSE and BFLPE. However, as both these are nonsignificant, the results indicate that neither the negative RYiSEs nor the negative BFLPE differ significantly for OECD and non-OECD countries. In Model 2A (see Table 1), the effects on M-ASC of individual student achievement, relative year in school (RYiSE), and school-average achievement (the BFLPE) are all made random at the country level; thus, allowing the effects to vary from country to country. Due in part to the large numbers, country-to-country variation is statistically significant for each of these effects. Nevertheless, the residual variance components are all small, indicating considerable consistency in the effects across the 41 countries. However, of particular interest in relation to Hypothesis 2 are the residual variance components (see Table 1) for relative year in school (RYiSEs) and school-average achievement (the BFLPE) that I now explore in more detail.

Cross-cultural generalizability of the negative effects of RYiS level

In Model 2A, the residual variance component for RYiS (.003) is small, relative to the negative RYiSE (−.095). Also, as shown in the corresponding “caterpillar” plot (see Figure 4), as well as in the separate listings of effects for each of the 41 countries (see Table 2), the confidence intervals around the RYiSEs tend to be small. For example, in the caterpillar plot for the RYiSE, each of the 41 countries is ranked in terms of the size of the RYiSE, and a confidence interval (±1 SE) around the estimated effect of each country. This plot (also see Table 2) shows that while the effect is consistently negative, for several countries the estimated effect is within one standard error of zero. However, supplemental analyses showed that for countries where the RYiSE was small, there was also little or no variation in RYiS level (e.g., for Iceland, Japan, and Yugoslavia, nearly all 15-year-olds were in the same year in school), so that it is not surprising that the RYiSE was small. Nevertheless, the caterpillar plots shows that at least the direction of the RYiSE is consistent across the set of countries, in that it was not significantly positive in any of the 41 countries.
Figure 4. Caterpillar plots showing the country-to-country variation in the effects on math self-concept of individual student achievement (linear and quadratic), RYiSE (relative year in school effect), and the BFLPE (Big-Fish-Little-Pond-Effect, negative effect of school-average achievement) for each of 41 countries. For each plot the set of 41 countries is rank-ordered in terms of the predicted value (i.e., the lowest ranked countries are not necessarily the same for each plot). For each country the predicted mean effect and confidence interval (±1 SD) are shown. For individual student achievement, all predicted values are positive. For RRYiSEs and BFLPEs, all predicted values are negative Ach = achievement.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Country</th>
<th>L1Ach SE</th>
<th>L1Ach^2 SE</th>
<th>RY1S SE</th>
<th>BFLPE SE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australia</td>
<td>.467</td>
<td>.022</td>
<td>.087</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Austria</td>
<td>.615</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.115</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belgium</td>
<td>.455</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.084</td>
<td>.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brazil</td>
<td>.568</td>
<td>.036</td>
<td>.082</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Canada</td>
<td>.682</td>
<td>.021</td>
<td>.112</td>
<td>.008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Czech Republic</td>
<td>.901</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denmark</td>
<td>.685</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.090</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Finland</td>
<td>.697</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.147</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>France</td>
<td>.572</td>
<td>.031</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Germany</td>
<td>.784</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.095</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Greece</td>
<td>.542</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.077</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hong Kong</td>
<td>.454</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.094</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hungary</td>
<td>.455</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.099</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Iceland</td>
<td>.701</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.147</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indonesia</td>
<td>.249</td>
<td>.034</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ireland</td>
<td>.455</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.125</td>
<td>.016</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>.601</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.070</td>
<td>.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japan</td>
<td>.371</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korea</td>
<td>.428</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.092</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Latvia</td>
<td>.522</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.112</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liechtenstein</td>
<td>.540</td>
<td>.064</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td>.025</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luxembourg</td>
<td>.399</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.142</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Macao (China)</td>
<td>.482</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.105</td>
<td>.021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>.670</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.153</td>
<td>.009</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Netherlands</td>
<td>.867</td>
<td>.037</td>
<td>.100</td>
<td>.017</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand</td>
<td>.420</td>
<td>.027</td>
<td>.120</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Norway</td>
<td>.745</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.188</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Poland</td>
<td>.559</td>
<td>.026</td>
<td>.170</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Portugal</td>
<td>.543</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.130</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Russia</td>
<td>.397</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.072</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slovakia</td>
<td>.585</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.074</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>.555</td>
<td>.023</td>
<td>.110</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sweden</td>
<td>.578</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Switzerland</td>
<td>.495</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.109</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thailand</td>
<td>.319</td>
<td>.020</td>
<td>.112</td>
<td>.014</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tunisia</td>
<td>.794</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>.118</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turkey</td>
<td>.542</td>
<td>.029</td>
<td>.056</td>
<td>.012</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United Kingdom</td>
<td>.474</td>
<td>.024</td>
<td>.135</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>United States</td>
<td>.544</td>
<td>.025</td>
<td>.127</td>
<td>.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Uruguay</td>
<td>.593</td>
<td>.028</td>
<td>.082</td>
<td>.011</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yugoslavia</td>
<td>.492</td>
<td>.030</td>
<td>.097</td>
<td>.015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Estimate</td>
<td>.549</td>
<td>.033</td>
<td>.107</td>
<td>.006</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total Resid Var</td>
<td>.015</td>
<td>.016</td>
<td>.001</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. L1Ach = linear effect of student level achievement; L1Ach^2 = quadratic effect of student level achievement; RY1S = relative RY1S; BFLPE = Big-Fish-Little-Pond-Effect (negative effect of school-average achievement). All parameter estimates are significant at .05 level when they differ from zero by more than 2 SEs.

**Cross-cultural generalizability of the negative BFLPE**

In Model 2A, the residual variance component for the BFLPE (.029) is small, relative to the negative BFLPE (−.304). Again, turning to the corresponding caterpillar plot (Figure 4; also see Table 2), the estimated BFLPEs for all 41 countries are negative; in only one country (Korea) was the negative effect less than 1 SE below the mean. However, supplemental analyses again showed that for countries where the BFLPE was relatively small, there was less school-to-school variation in the level of school-average achievement. Nevertheless, the caterpillar plots (Figure 4; also see Table 2) show that at least the direction of the
BFLPE effect is consistent across the set of 41 countries and that the BFLPE is not positive in any of the countries.

**Starting Age, Repeating RYiS, and Acceleration (Research Question 1)**

As emphasized earlier, students can find themselves in classes with either older or younger students, for any of a variety of different reasons—including starting age (i.e., starting school early or late), repeating one or more years in school, or acceleration (i.e., skipping one or more years in school). Here I evaluate how the negative effect of school-average achievement (the BFLPE) and, in particular, the negative effect of relative year in school (RYiSE) is related to these possibilities. In Table 3 a pair of models (labeled A and B) are tested for each covariate (e.g., starting age): initially one without RYiSE (A) and then one with RYiSE. Of particular interest are the effects of the covariates with and without the inclusion of relative year in school; how the inclusion of relative year in school changes the effects of these covariates and how the inclusion of these covariates changes the RYiSEs.

### Table 3

**Prediction of Math Self-Concept: Models of the Negative Effect of School-Average Achievement (BFLPE; Models 3a, 4a, 5a, and 6a) and Relative Year in School (RYiS; Models 3b, 4b, 5b, and 6b) With Inclusion of Covariates Related to Relative Year in School (Starting Age, Repeating a Year in School, Acceleration)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effects</th>
<th>Starting Age (cov)</th>
<th>Repeat (cov)</th>
<th>Acceleration (cov)</th>
<th>Repeat/Acceleration* (cows)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Model 3a β (SE)</td>
<td>Model 3b β (SE)</td>
<td>Model 4a β (SE)</td>
<td>Model 4b β (SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects</td>
<td>Student Linear ACH (SLA)</td>
<td>.529 (.019)</td>
<td>.551 (.019)</td>
<td>.533 (.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student Quad ACH (SOA)</td>
<td>.109 (.005)</td>
<td>.106 (.006)</td>
<td>.109 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative Year in School (RYiS)</td>
<td>-.006 (.009)</td>
<td>-.104 (.009)</td>
<td>-.006 (.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School ACH (BFLPE)</td>
<td>-.322 (.023)</td>
<td>-.303 (.024)</td>
<td>-.318 (.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariate</td>
<td>.020 (.003)</td>
<td>.001 (.003)</td>
<td>.026 (.002)</td>
<td>-.017 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td>Level 3 intercept</td>
<td>.051 (.011)</td>
<td>.058 (.013)</td>
<td>.051 (.011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student Linear ACH</td>
<td>.014 (.003)</td>
<td>.015 (.003)</td>
<td>.014 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Student Quad ACH</td>
<td>.001 (.000)</td>
<td>.001 (.000)</td>
<td>.001 (.000)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relative Year in School (RYiS)</td>
<td>-.002 (.001)</td>
<td>.003 (.001)</td>
<td>.003 (.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>School ACH (BFLPE)</td>
<td>.020 (.005)</td>
<td>.020 (.005)</td>
<td>.020 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 2 intercept</td>
<td>.029 (.001)</td>
<td>.029 (.001)</td>
<td>.029 (.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Level 1 intercept</td>
<td>.778 (.002)</td>
<td>.774 (.002)</td>
<td>.779 (.002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. BFLPE = Big-Fish-Little-Pond-Effect; ACH = achievement; RYiS = relative year in school, the difference between starting age and mean starting age of the country; covariates are: Age = current age; Starting Age = Age first started primary school (Year 1); Repeating = Number of repeated RYiSs; Acceleration = number of skipped RYiSs. For each covariate two models are presented, one without the RYiS variable (A) and one with the RYiS variable (B), to determine whether the effect of the covariate changes when RYiS is included. Critical parameters are the effects RYiS, school-average achievement (BFLPE), and the covariates, shaded in grey. For purposes of comparison, results with no covariates are presented in Model 1C from Table 1. All parameter estimates (βs) are significant at p < .05 when they differ from zero by more than 2 SEs.

* For Models 5a and 6b, two covariates were included. The first is repeating (used in Models 5a and 6b), the second is acceleration. When used together, they can be thought of as a step regression (with neither repeat nor acceleration taking on the implicit value of zero).

**Prediction of Math Self-Concept: Models of the Negative Effect of School-Average Achievement (BFLPE; Models 3a, 4a, 5a, and 6a) and Relative Year in School (RYiS; Models 3b, 4b, 5b, and 6b) With Inclusion of Covariates Related to Relative Year in School (Starting Age, Repeating a Year in School, Acceleration)**

**Starting age**

Starting age has a small but significantly positive effect on M-ASC (.020, p < .001; Model 4a, Table 3) when RYiS level is not considered—students who are older when they start school have slightly higher M-ASCs when aged 15. However, when
relative year in school is included, the effect of starting age becomes nonsignificant. Thus, the positive effect of starting age on M-ASC can be explained in terms of relative year in school. Not surprisingly, the inclusion of starting age had almost no influence on any other predictor variables (see comparison of Models 1C and 2A in Table 1 with Model 3b in Table 3).

**Repeating a year in school**
Repeating a year in school has a small but significantly positive effect on M-ASC (.026, \( p < .001 \); Model 4a) when RYiS level is not considered: students who have previously repeated a year in school have slightly higher M-ASCs when aged 15. However, when relative year in school is included, the effect of repeating a year in school becomes slightly negative (−.017, \( p < .001 \); Model 4b). Thus, the positive effect of repeating a grade on M-ASC can be explained in terms of RYiS. Indeed, the inclusion of repeating a year in school resulted in a slightly more negative RYiSE (−.095 vs. −.106). Again, the inclusion of repeating a RYiS had almost no influence on any other predictor variables (see Models 1C and 2A in Table 1 vs. Model 4b).

**Acceleration**
Acceleration has no statistically significant effect M-ASC (−.003; Model 5a) when relative year in school is not considered. When relative year in school is included, the effect of acceleration becomes slightly positive (.002, \( p < .05 \); Model 5b). However, the inclusion of acceleration had almost no influence on any other predictor variables (see Models 1C and 2A in Table 1 vs. Model 5b).

In Models 6a and 6b I included both repeating a relative year in school and acceleration in the same model. This is a piecemeal regression analysis, keeping in mind that for the majority of students who are neither accelerated nor repeat a year in school, both these variables take on a value of zero. However, when both repeating a year in school and acceleration are included in the same model, the results are essentially the same as for considering each of them separately.

**Summary**
In summary, the negative RYiSE is almost unaffected by the inclusion of starting age, repeating a year in school or acceleration. Although some of these variables considered separately have small effects on M-ASC, consistent with the RYiSE (e.g., positive effects of starting school at a later age and repeating a RYiS), these effects are mostly explained by inclusion of relative year in school as a predictor variable. As expected, the inclusion of each of these variables had little if any effect on the negative effect of school-average achievement (the BFLPE). Although the effects of these three variables, and their juxtaposition with relative year in school are interesting, the sizes of these effects are sufficiently small to be of limited practical importance for the negative RYiSE. Consistent with my underlying premise about RYiSEs, these results suggest that relative year in school, rather than starting age, acceleration, or retention, is the critical variable.

**Generalizability of BFLPE and RYiS Effects Over Student Background Variables**
*(Research Question 2)*

Here I evaluate how the negative BFLPEs and RYiSEs on M-ASC are related to student background characteristics: achievement, gender, age, immigrant status, home language, and socioeconomic status (SES). Although the relation of each of these variables with M-ASC is of interest in its own right, my primary focus is on their interactions with the negative effects of school-average achievement (the BFLPE) and the negative effects of
relative year in school (RYiSE): that is, whether any of these background variables moderate the BFLPE or the RYiSE.

Achievement

Achievement is the potential moderator of the BFLPE that has attracted the most attention because of its obvious implications for policy/practice as well as theory (see earlier discussion): whether the effect of school-average achievement is consistently negative for students of different achievement levels, or perhaps the effect of school-average achievement is less negative or even positive for very bright students. Consistent with previous research (e.g., Huguet et al., 2009; Marsh, Kuyper et al., 2014; see reviews by Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008; Marsh & Seaton, in press), the interaction between individual and school-average achievement in the present investigation is small (−0.059) relative to the size of the negative effect of school-average achievement (−0.302) such that the direction of the BFLPE would still be negative even for students at the extremes of individual student achievement.

Of particular importance from a policy/practice perspective, although the BFLPE is moderated to a small extent by individual student achievement, the interaction is negative rather than positive. Hence the negative effect of school-average achievement is slightly more negative for students with higher levels of achievement. Thus, high achievement slightly exacerbates rather than protects students from the negative consequences of the BFLPE.

Although not previously explored, moderation of the negative RYiSEs by individual student achievement also has similarly important theoretical and policy/practice implications: whether the negative effects of relative year in school are consistent across students of different achievement levels or, perhaps, the effects are less negative or even positive for very bright students. The negative RYiSE is not significantly moderated by achievement; the negative RYiSE generalizes across different levels of achievement.

Age

Although I have considered the effect of age as a potentially important moderating variable, main and interaction effects are consistently very small or nonsignificant. However, this is not surprising, given the highly truncated range of ages in the PISA data (i.e., all participants are 15-year-olds).

Gender

Boys have higher M-ASCs than girls (.114); this is consistent with one of the most robust gender differences in educational research. Although the interactions with gender are very small, gender interacts significantly with both RYiS (−0.013) and the BFLPE (.019). Compared with girls, boys suffer slightly more negative RYiSEs but slightly less negative BFLPEs. However, these interactions are very small relative to the main effects of RYiS and the BFLPE, such that on average both boys and girls suffer negative RYiSEs and BFLPEs.

Socioeconomic status (SES)

For the PISA measure of global SES, there is a small positive effect of SES on M-ASC (.032). However, the interaction effects are very small (relative year in school: −.004; SE = .002; school-average achievement: −.008; SE = .003). Hence, negative effects of relative year in school and school-average achievement are slightly more negative for students from high-SES families. Thus, coming from a high-SES family slightly exacerbates rather than protects students from the negative consequences of the BFLPE and RYiSEs (see Supplemental Materials for analyses of different components of SES; family educational resources and possessions, parent education, and occupational status).

Immigration and language

The final two background characteristics are home language and immigrant status (see Supplemental Materials, Section 1, for further discussion of how these were defined). Immigrant and nonnative language students have slightly higher M-ASCs (Models 11 and 12, Table 4). Similar findings have been reported in the literature before, and have been
described as the “immigrant paradox” (Fuligni, 1998; Sam & Berry, 2010); immigrant students show better psycho-social outcomes than their native-born counterparts. Thus, even though immigrant students tend to perform more poorly at school, they seem to have more positive attitudes toward school, higher aspirations, and more optimism for the future than their native-born counterparts (Fuligni, 1998; Portes & Rumbaut, 2001; Sam & Berry, 2010). However, the interactions with these characteristics and the negative effects of RYiS are nonsignificant. Nonetheless, there are small but statistically significant interactions with the BFLPE. Immigrant and second-language students suffer slightly smaller BFLPEs than students who are not immigrants or whose home language is the native language.

Table 4
Moderating Effects: Models of BFLPE and RYiS Effects With Inclusion of Covariates and Their Interactions With BFLPE and RYiS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Effect</th>
<th>Model 7 Student Achievement β (SE)</th>
<th>Model 8 Age β (SE)</th>
<th>Model 9 Gender Male β (SE)</th>
<th>Model 10 SES Global β (SE)</th>
<th>Model 11 Home Language β (SE)</th>
<th>Model 12 Immigrant Status β (SE)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fixed effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Linear ACH (SLA)</td>
<td>.552 (.019)</td>
<td>.549 (.019)</td>
<td>.528 (.019)</td>
<td>.543 (.019)</td>
<td>.555 (.019)</td>
<td>.555 (.019)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Quad ACH (SLA)</td>
<td>.126 (.005)</td>
<td>.108 (.006)</td>
<td>.102 (.006)</td>
<td>.105 (.006)</td>
<td>.106 (.006)</td>
<td>.105 (.006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYiS</td>
<td>.096 (.009)</td>
<td>.092 (.009)</td>
<td>.085 (.008)</td>
<td>.097 (.009)</td>
<td>.093 (.009)</td>
<td>.092 (.009)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School ACH (BFLPE)</td>
<td>-.302 (.023)</td>
<td>-.304 (.024)</td>
<td>-.286 (.023)</td>
<td>-.317 (.024)</td>
<td>-.300 (.023)</td>
<td>-.300 (.023)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Covariates (CV)</td>
<td>-.005 (.002)</td>
<td>.114 (.002)</td>
<td>.032 (.002)</td>
<td>.048 (.002)</td>
<td>.048 (.002)</td>
<td>.048 (.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV × RYiS</td>
<td>-.005 (.003)</td>
<td>.002 (.002)</td>
<td>-.013 (.002)</td>
<td>-.004 (.002)</td>
<td>-.001 (.002)</td>
<td>.000 (.002)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CV × BFLPE</td>
<td>-.059 (.006)</td>
<td>-.008 (.003)</td>
<td>.019 (.003)</td>
<td>-.008 (.003)</td>
<td>.017 (.003)</td>
<td>.012 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Random effects</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 3 intercept</td>
<td>.057 (.013)</td>
<td>.058 (.013)</td>
<td>.058 (.013)</td>
<td>.057 (.013)</td>
<td>.058 (.013)</td>
<td>.060 (.013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SLA</td>
<td>.015 (.003)</td>
<td>.015 (.003)</td>
<td>.014 (.003)</td>
<td>.014 (.003)</td>
<td>.012 (.003)</td>
<td>.013 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SQA</td>
<td>.001 (.003)</td>
<td>.001 (.003)</td>
<td>.001 (.003)</td>
<td>.001 (.003)</td>
<td>.001 (.003)</td>
<td>.001 (.003)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RYiS</td>
<td>.002 (.001)</td>
<td>.002 (.001)</td>
<td>.002 (.001)</td>
<td>.002 (.001)</td>
<td>.002 (.001)</td>
<td>.003 (.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BFLPE</td>
<td>.019 (.005)</td>
<td>.020 (.005)</td>
<td>.019 (.005)</td>
<td>.021 (.005)</td>
<td>.022 (.005)</td>
<td>.022 (.005)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 2 intercept</td>
<td>.029 (.001)</td>
<td>.029 (.001)</td>
<td>.027 (.001)</td>
<td>.029 (.001)</td>
<td>.029 (.001)</td>
<td>.029 (.001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Level 1 intercept</td>
<td>.763 (.002)</td>
<td>.774 (.002)</td>
<td>.763 (.002)</td>
<td>.773 (.002)</td>
<td>.768 (.002)</td>
<td>.772 (.002)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: BFLPE = Big-Fisch-Little-Pond-Effect; RYiS = relative year in school; ACH = achievement. Covariates are: SLA = linear component of individual student achievement; Age = current age; Multiple components of socioeconomic status (SES) background (educational resources, highest level of parents’ education, highest level of parents’ occupational status, global); Starting Age = Age first started primary school (Year 1); Lang (language spoken at home, 1 = language of instruction and test, 0 = other); immigrant (1 = first generation; 2 = second generation; 3 = nonimmigrant). Critical parameters, shaded in gray, are the effects of RYiS, school-average achievement (BFLPE), the covariates, and covariate interactions with RYiS and the BFLPE. All parameter estimates (βs) are significant at .05 level when they differ from zero by more than 2 SEs.

Moderating Effects: Models of BFLPE and RYiS Effects With Inclusion of Covariates and Their Interactions With BFLPE and RYiS

Summary
The results in this section demonstrate that both the negative RYiSEs and BFLPEs generalize very well over the student characteristics considered here. Although some of these student background characteristics did interact with either RYiS level or the BFLPE, the sizes of these interactions were consistently small, and much smaller than the negative RYiSEs and BFLPEs. Hence none of the moderations were sufficiently large to effect the negative direction of the negative RYiSEs and BFLPEs. In summary, the negative RYiSEs and BFLPEs generalized well over student differences in age, achievement levels, gender, home language, immigrant status, and SES.

Discussion
In the present investigation, theoretical models (e.g., frame of reference models such as social comparison theory) that are the basis of the widely studied BFLPE (the negative effect of school-average achievement on academic self-concept) are extended to encompass RYiSEs for M-ASC in PISA2003. In support of theoretical predictions, the
empirical results demonstrate the negative effects of RYiSEs on M-ASC in addition to the already well-established negative effects of school-average achievement. These negative RYiSEs have a strong theoretical rationale based on the frame-of-reference effects that underpin the BFLPE. Empirically, these negative RYiSEs have broad generalizability across the 41 countries in PISA2003 and across many individual student characteristics considered as potential moderators of these effects. Although there is extensive support for theoretical predictions and empirical results based on the BFLPE, the present investigation is apparently the first to extend the theoretical model underpinning the BFLPE to incorporate RYiSEs. For this reason, I focus most of this discussion on the negative RYiSEs, which are an important new contribution. The rationale for the study is theoretical. However, the study also has important policy/practices implications about the age at which parents should start their children in school, as well as the effects of acceleration and retention. Furthermore, the study suggests that each of these different policy/practice strategies can be evaluated in relation to RYiS, thus, integrating these respective research literatures that are often considered in isolation.

**Negative RYiSEs Cross-cultural generalizability**

Our study is apparently the largest and probably the strongest cross-cultural study of the negative RYiSEs ever undertaken, based on nationally representative samples from 41 different countries (276,165 15-year-old students from 10,274 schools). The PISA2003 database provides a particularly powerful basis for evaluating the cross-cultural generalizability of results. Indeed, the major impediments to cross-cultural research (the lack of representative samples from many countries based on the same measures that are equally appropriate across cultures) are largely resolved through the use of PISA data. The results demonstrate that the negative RYiSEs generalized well over the 41 diverse countries, which varied substantially in relation to the structure of the school system. In particular, the negative RYiSEs on M-ASC were significantly negative in almost all of the countries, and were not significantly positive in any of the countries. Although there was country-to-country variation in these negative RYiSEs, the residual variance component representing this variation was small, and could be explained at least in part by a relatively few countries where all or nearly all 15-year-olds were in the same year in school. Hence, there is support for the cross-cultural generalizability of the negative RYiSEs.

**Year in school: Integrating retention, acceleration and starting age**

The theoretical rationale for negative RYiSEs, as posited here, is that the frame of reference depends on comparisons with classmates who are in the same year in school, whether these differences are because of school starting age, repeating grades, acceleration, changing countries, or any of a potentially large number of RYiS correlates—circumstances that might result in students being in a RYiS where they are systemically older or younger than their classmates (i.e., correlates of RYiS; see Figure 2). On this basis I proposed that RYiS would capture all or at least a substantial amount of the variance that can be explained by retention, acceleration, and starting age. The results showed good support for these predictions—at least in relation to the outcomes considered here—these RYiS correlates provide little or no additional information beyond RYiS. These results have potentially important implications, providing a link between research on starting age, retention, and acceleration, where there has been surprisingly little cross-fertilization research in these different areas. Indeed, I anticipate that stronger tests of this assumption will require stronger statistical models than have been used in past research into the effects of retention, acceleration, and starting age. Thus, for example, the Allen et al. (2009) meta-analysis of grade retention effects found that much of the effect attributed to retention was probably because of methodologically weak studies, while Wu et al. (2010) argued for evolving
propensity matching approaches providing methodologically stronger tests of retention effects than statistical adjustment approaches.

**Moderation by student level achievement**

In some respects, the most interesting potential moderator is individual student achievement. Indeed, the simultaneous consideration both of individual and of school-average achievement in the same model highlights the importance of a multilevel perspective, in that what might be seen as the same variable has a substantially positive effect at the individual student level but a substantially negative effect at the group level. Thus they are in effect different variables, as is made clear in an appropriate multilevel perspective and associated analyses. Furthermore, the interaction between these two variables has been a particularly controversial issue in relation to the BFLPE. More specifically, some early research has suggested that the negative BFLPEs are larger for less able students—a finding that might support a more rigid tracking system based on more extensive measures of prior achievement. In contrast, as discussed earlier, the theoretical frame of reference model underpinning the BFLPE suggests that the negative effects of school-average achievement should not be moderated by individual student achievement. Over time, this controversy has been largely resolved, with increasing support for the theoretical prediction that the size of the BFLPE is relatively independent of individual student achievement—that the size of the interaction between individual and school-average achievement is consistently small, sometimes not statistically significant despite the very large sample sizes, and not even consistent in direction when it is statistically significant (see review by Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008; Marsh & Seaton, in press). In the present investigation, these theoretical predictions based on the BFLPE are extended to the negative RYiSEs. Consistently with the large body of BFLPE research, these new findings indicate that the negative RYiSEs are reasonably independent of individual achievement—the negative RYiSEs are of a similar size for brighter and weaker students.

**Moderation by background variables**

I also evaluated the extent to which the negative RYiSEs could be explained in terms of, or were moderated by, any of a set of background demographic variables (age, gender, socioeconomic status, home language, and immigration status). In the regression analyses, the background variables were controlled by simply including them into the model. Many of these background variables were related—albeit weakly in most cases—to M-ASC. Thus, for example, consistent with previous research, higher M-ASC is associated with being male, higher socioeconomic status, being an immigrant and a nonnative speaker (consistent with the “immigrant paradox” described earlier). Although these variables are interesting in their own right, the negative RYiSEs were almost unaffected by their inclusion. However, the critical question, in terms of the present investigation, is whether any of these background variables interacted with RYiS—whether the negative RYiSEs were moderated by the background variables. A few of the interaction effects were statistically significant, because of the huge sample size (e.g., RYiSEs are slightly larger for boys than girls). However, all these interaction effects were so tiny in size and in relation to the negative RYiSEs as to be substantively trivial. In particular, none of these interactions was sufficiently large to change the direction of the negative effects of the BFLPE or the RYiSEs.

**Strengths, Limitations, and Directions for Further Research**

A major strength of the current study is that it encompasses a very large, culturally diverse sample of students, nationally representative samples from 41 countries, a range of student background characteristics, and diverse outcome variables. The apparently idiosyncratic sampling design of the PISA data is sometimes seen as a weakness, or at least as a complication that needs to be addressed. However, this feature of PISA data is an important strength in evaluating RYiSEs. The PISA data are ideal for assessing the cross-
cultural generalizability of the RYiSE, overcoming many of the traditional limitations of cross-cultural research by including nationally representative samples for a large number of different countries with diverse school systems. Indeed, the results provided good support for the cross-cultural generalizability of negative RYiSEs and BFLPEs; they were not significantly positive for any of the 41 countries and were significantly negative in most. However, there are also important limitations associated with the use of PISA data. Thus, for example, because this study was based on responses by 15-year-olds, there was no basis for extrapolating the results to other age groups—particularly for the negative RYiSEs, where there is no research literature at hand with which to evaluate age effects.

The focus of this study was specifically on the academic domain, but BFLPE-like effects have also been posited for physical outcomes in elite and nonelite sporting contexts (e.g., Marsh, Morin, & Parker, in press), where issues of acceleration, retention, and demotion might also be relevant. This is also relevant to suggestions by Marsh et al. (1995) that the negative effect of relative year in school is not domain-specific but generalizes to nonacademic (e.g., physical, social, and emotional) as well as academic domains of self-concept. This could not be tested in the present investigation, where the focus of PISA variables was on math constructs, but is a potentially important direction for further research.

Cross-sectional data

A major limitation of the present study is that it is based on a single wave of cross-sectional data, so that causality cannot be inferred. Educational studies routinely rely on such data where random assignment is not possible or would be ethically dubious. However, in relation to the BFLPE, this limitation should be viewed in the light of longitudinal, quasi-experimental, and true experimental studies of the BFLPE (see earlier discussion; also see Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008; Marsh & Seaton, in press), which demonstrate strong support for the construct validity of interpretations of enduring effects of the BFLPE (see also Marsh, 1991). The negative effect of school-average achievement may be confounded with factors such as individual differences in prior achievement, learning, family background, and school climate. However, as pointed out by Marsh, Hau, and Craven (2004), most of these potentially confounding factors are likely to be more positive in high-achievement schools, so that the direction of any such biases because of these uncontrolled sources of variation is likely to work against the BFLPE. In this respect, BFLPEs seem to be robust in relation to many potential biases.

Although it may be premature to argue that the same rationale applies to negative RYiSEs based on cross-sectional studies, a similar logic seems to apply. Thus, for retained students, uncontrolled, pre-existing differences leading to retention are likely to be negatively related to most outcomes. Because this would result in negatively biased estimates of retention effects, statistical adjustment procedures are likely to underadjust for circumstances leading to retention. Indeed, this pattern of results was identified in the Allen et al. (2009) meta-analysis, which showed that methodologically weaker studies resulted in negatively biased estimates of retention effects, compared with methodologically stronger studies with better controls for pre-existing differences. Similarly, for accelerated students, uncontrolled, pre-existing differences leading to acceleration are likely to produce positively biased estimates. In each case, the direction of bias is likely to work against the negative RYiSEs, suggesting that stronger designs would be likely to result in even more negative RYiSEs. Furthermore, the results of the present investigation demonstrate that a variety of potential confounding variables had little or no influence on either the BFLPE or the RYiSE. In addition, although the present investigation is clearly cross-sectional in relation to the outcome variables considered, it is at least quasi-longitudinal in relation to RYiS and correlates of RYiS: these were temporally before outcomes that served as dependent variables.
in the present investigation. Although there is an abundance of research in support of the construct validity of BFLPE interpretations (e.g., Marsh, Seaton et al., 2008) in relation to longitudinal, quasi-experimental and true random assignment designs, more research is needed to establish the robustness of negative RYiSEs in relation to stronger experimental designs. Nevertheless, these are issues that can be addressed by future studies of the RYiSEs, perhaps modeled on the research used to evaluate the robustness of the BFLPE. In summary, there are also important limitations in the interpretation of effects based on cross-sectional data. In particular, because this is apparently the first large-scale, rigorous study of negative RYiSEs, it is premature to claim support for their universality. However, if further research replicates the robustness of the RYiSE, it might be appropriate to consider it a pan-human phenomenon, as has been suggested for the BFLPE (e.g., Seaton et al., 2010).

**Generalizability of Negative Effects of School-Average Achievement and RYiSEs to Other Constructs and Underlying Processes**

In the present investigation I focused mainly on the negative effects of school-average achievement (the BFLPE) and the negative effects of relative year in school (RYiSEs) on M-ASC that has been the basis of most previous BFLPE research. However, to better understand the generalizability, nature, and processes underlying the negative effects of school-average achievement and relative year in school it is useful to evaluate how these variables are related to the other constructs. Although beyond the scope of the present investigation, in supplemental analyses I tested the extent to which the negative effects of school-average achievement and RYiS generalize to other math-related psychosocial variables available in the PISA database: interest/enjoyment in maths, instrumental motivation in maths, math anxiety, math self-concept, different learning strategies (Memorisation/rehearsal, Elaboration, Control), and orientation preferences (Competitive, Cooperative). (See Supplemental Materials, Section 1, for a detailed definition and operationalization of each of these variables, and Section 6 for presentation of the analyses and results.) As anticipated, the negative effects of school-average achievement (in support of previous BFLPE research) and negative RYiSEs (where there is not much previous research) were both systematically smaller than those observed with M-ASC. However, in support of the generalizability of the negative effects of school-average achievement and relative year in school, the effects were largely negative and none were significantly positive for any of these outcomes. Following from these supplemental analyses it would be useful to know the extent to which these or other variables mediated the negative effects of school-average achievement or RYiSEs. Thus, for example, if it could be established that either the BFLPE or the negative RYiSEs were completely mediated by a critical mediating variable, it would not only provide a better understanding of the effects but might also elicit policy implications on how to undermine the negative consequences of these effects. However, because the negative effects of school-average achievement and relative year in school are systematically larger for M-ASC than for other constructs, it is clear that the negative BFLPEs and RYiSEs cannot be completely explained by any of these other variables.

Particularly with evolving sophistication in tests of mediation (e.g., Nagengast & Marsh, 2012; Preacher, Zyphur, & Zhang, 2010), it is increasingly easy to test mediation hypotheses. However, it remains extremely difficult to test the validity of a mediation interpretation, because of the strong assumptions about causal ordering (i.e., independent variable → Mediator → dependent variable) that are implicit and typically untested or even untestable in most mediation analyses based on cross-sectional data studies like the present investigation. Indeed, the causal assumptions underlying mediation tests are difficult to validate in longitudinal studies and even true experimental studies with random assignment to the intervention but not the mediating variable.
It is, nevertheless, heuristic for future research to speculate on what some of the processes underlying the negative effects of relative year in might be and juxtapose these with existing BFLPE research. Thus, for example, Marsh and Seaton (in press) evaluated support for suggested strategies to reduce the negative BFLPEs that might also generalize to negative RYiSEs:

- Focus on individual improvement, achieving personal bests, and mastery of new skills rather than doing better than classmates or being the best student their class.
- Encourage students to pursue their own goals of particular interest to them, reducing social comparison.
- Avoid highly competitive environments that encourage social comparison processes underlying BFLPEs.
- Providing individual feedback in relation to criterion reference standards and personal improvement over time rather than comparisons based on the performances of other students.

However, Marsh and Seaton (in press) concluded that was either insufficient research in relation to the BFLPE to support these heuristic suggestions or, where there was relevant research, it did not support the suggested strategies. Nevertheless, they also suggested that a particularly useful direction for further research is to consider intervention studies designed to alter motivational climates so as to undermine social comparison processes that underlie the BFLPE. Although these issues have been considered in BFLPE research—even if further research is needed—there is apparently little or no research to test these strategies in relation to RYiSEs.

Summary and Implications

The results of the present investigation have important implications for theoretical models of social comparison processes, for frame-of-reference effects, and also for educational policymakers worldwide. The present investigation has extended theory by showing two very different frame-of-reference effects to be evident in numerous, culturally diverse countries, and to be consistent across achievement levels; thus, earning consideration as pan-human theoretical models. In regard to educational policy, in many countries around the world, high-achievement students are increasingly being taught in academically selective schools, while the collected body of BFLPE research reviewed here—as well as the present investigation—suggests that these may not be the optimal environment for such students, at least in terms of the diverse set of psycho-social variables considered here and in other BFLPE research.

Similarly, educational policymakers in different countries use diverse strategies in relation to school starting age, repeating grades, and acceleration, apparently without fully understanding the implications of these policy practices in relation to academic self-concept, motivation, and a range of affective variables that have long-term implications for academic choice and accomplishments. Particularly since the results of the present investigation are contrary to at least some of the accepted wisdom in relation to acceleration and retention used by parents and schools, there is need for further research to more fully evaluate the generalizability and construct validity of interpretations offered here. However, results from the present investigation clearly call into question any simplistic conclusions that acceleration is “good” and retention is “bad.”

In summary, the major new contributions of the present investigation are to provide tests of and support for:

- New theoretical predictions based on the frame of reference theory underpinning the BFLPE, as applied to the effects of RYiS on academic self-concept. The theoretical basis of these predictions appears to be entirely new and has not been previously considered in
the research literatures on school starting age, retention (repeating a grade), or acceleration (skipping a year in school);

- New theoretical predictions that the effects of retention, acceleration, and starting age can all be encapsulated in a single variable, relative RYiS;
- Challenges to prevailing beliefs that retention has negative effects and acceleration has positive effects on academic self-concept;
- The juxtaposition of RYiSEs and BFLPEs, demonstrating that these are relatively independent effects, even though they both have a similar theoretical basis.
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